2014 mazda2 touring

Mazda2 is a five-seat subcompact hatchback, with front-wheel drive and eye-catching style.
After earning numerous product awards in the European and Asian markets, the Mazda2 was
launched in the U. New for was a USB port for the Mazda2's standard audio system. Nothing has
changed for the model year, apart from three new color choices. A soft wedge shape defines the
Mazda2. It's bold and sporty with sculpted sides, body-colored door handles, a laid-back
windshield, and sloped hatch. A jaunty little spoiler sits at the rear of the Touring model. Up
front, a big, grinning front grille leads into an attractive hood, fenders, headlamps, bumper, and
air intakes. All Mazda2 hatchbacks ride on inch wheels. The Mazda2 uses a well-proven 1. It's
paired with either a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed automatic transmission. In pursuit of good gas
mileage, acceleration and responsive handling, Mazda focused on keeping the car light, by
using high-strength steel with more welds and less steel overall , augmented by weld-bonded
adhesives in the body. Engineers looked for dozens of places to save a few pounds; for
example the wiring harness, door locks and latches, radiator, automatic transmission shifter,
pedals, and even the stereo speakers. As a result, the Mazda2 is the lightest subcompact sold in
America: even lighter than the smaller Fiat , and way lighter than the Ford Fiesta, although the
Toyota Yaris runs a close second to Mazda's smallest. Mazda2's horsepower and 98 pound-feet
of torque are not big numbers, but there is plenty of power for everyday driving and the Mazda2
is way fun to drive. We liked the thick, sporty steering wheel and responsive steering. Shifting
the manual 5-speed is slick and easy and brake feel and performance are good. Mazda2 rides
smoothly, and its small footprint makes it easy to maneuver and park in city traffic. Seats are
comfortable and supportive. The Mazda2 is relatively roomy for four, but five is a crowd. Fold
the rear seats down and it offers an excellent Available accessories for the Mazda2 are geared
toward weekend warriors and include a roof rack, roof basket, cargo box, bike rack, ski rack,
snowboard rack, surfboard rack, and kayak carrier. Partly because mini-size hatchbacks are
less popular in the U. All of these, with the exception of the Fiesta, beat the Mazda2 on rear
legroom. The Fiesta offers similarly sporty driving dynamics. The Sonic is also available with a
more powerful, turbocharged engine. The Mazda2 is available in two trim levels: Sport and
Touring. All use a 1. Both can be equipped with either a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed automatic
transmission. Steel inch wheels have full covers. Available accessories include a bike rack, a
roof rack, a roof basket, an interior cargo box, side sill extensions, ski rack, snowboard rack,
surfboard rack, and a kayak carrier. Safety equipment includes frontal airbags, side-impact and
side curtain air bags, stability control, traction control, front disc brakes and rear drum brakes
with ABS, Electronic Brake-force Distribution and Brake Assist. Styling of the Mazda2 is fresh,
and eye-catching in a cute sort of way. We do not like the grinning toothless grille, which may
be on the way out, judging by newer Mazda models. Mazda2 presents a soft wedge shape with
trimmed corners, a sweet hatchback slope, and a slippery 0. The side view is sporty and
sculptured, with body-colored door handles and a laid-back windshield. The halogen headlamp
units flow from the gentle bulge of the front fenders. A wide upswept character line climbs back
and up from the front wheel wells. The hood, fenders, headlamps, bumper, air intakes and inch
wheels are all well done, adding character. Touring models have a jaunty little spoiler and
foglamps. Seats are comfortable and supportive, with a rugged and sporty fabric, adding red
piping on the Touring model. The three-spoke steering wheel works well, with a meaty rim that
makes the Mazda2 feel almost like a sports car, and a padded hub. We think it might look better
without all that aluminum-like plastic trim on the wide spokes, but no big deal. It tilts for
adjustment, and the driver's seat raises and lowers, so almost anyone can find a good position
behind the wheel. Aluminum-colored plastic Mazda calls silver garnish adorns vents, armrests,
shift knob and gate, where it looks good in sparing doses. The shifter, whether manual or
automatic, rises from just below the instrument panel where the center console would be if
there was one. There's a console with storage tray and cupholders that goes between the seats,
with an optional leather-padded armrest that we found nice to have. It's no stretch at all to shift
gears. The 5-speed stick is easy to reach and fun to use. The dashboard flows in a continuous
line and curves away from occupants, making the cabin feel wide. Certainly there's lots of elbow
room. Mazda engineers worked carefully on the position and cross-sectional shape of the
A-pillars, which, along with a low beltline, enable clear forward visibility and also help the car
feel roomy. The cluster of three gauges in front of the driver's eyes is shaded by an eave, with
the speedometer in center, smaller tachometer on the left, and the rest in one gauge on the
right. In the center of the dashboard there's a large round binnacle with sound system
information, a CD slot, and three dials for the climate control. A USB port for the audio system
is included. The Touring model has audio controls on the steering wheel, but they're easy to
reach on the dash panel of the Sport. Rear-seat legroom is slim compared to other cars in its
class; only the Ford Fiesta has less. Cargo capacity is The 1. We drove the 5-speed manual
version, and had doubts that Mazda's 4-speed automatic would be quite as much fun. But it's

perhaps more practical for stop-and-go city driving, and will doubtless satisfy plenty of Mazda2
owners who aren't all that interested in shifting manually. The engine pulls well at lower revs
and comes on stronger at rpm where the torque peaks. It sounds good above , and zings
responsively all the way up to the rpm redline. It's not exactly gutless, but it doesn't have the
oomph of the Ford Fiesta's 1. At 75 or 80 mph, the Mazda2 is smooth. The brakes have a nice
responsive feel, and stop the lightweight car quickly. Vented discs are used in front, drums in
the rear, with ABS, brake force distribution and Brake Assist. The suspension is fairly
conventional, with MacPherson struts in front and a trailing-arm torsion beam in back. We drove
the Mazda2 over twisty two-lanes on the California coast, and found that it cornered flat and
sucked up most bumps. The electric power steering reacts quickly. In a subsequent test of an
automatic Mazda2, the transmission delivered curt, crisp gear changes, just noticeable enough
to keep the driver aware. Mazda2 is a good choice in the subcompact segment for those looking
for sporty driving dynamics and distinctive design. However, other competitors offer more rear
legroom and better overall value for the money. You must be logged in to post a comment
Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. Turning circle: Cargo volume: Payload: Lbs. Towing
capacity: Lbs. Suspension, f: independent, MacPherson strut, stabilizer bar Suspension, r:
independent, trailing arm, coil springs, stabilizer bar Ground clearance: 5. Curb weigth: lbs.
Unless otherwise indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not include
manufacturer's destination and delivery charges. Manufacturer Info Sources: - Related Vehicles.
Follow NewCarTestDrive. I love my Mazda 2! It is super compact which helps with inner city
driving. I worked where I had to park in a parking garage daily and it was convenient to have
something small enough to navigate the tiny parking spaces. It also gets good gas mileage,
although the gas tank is relatively small. I fill up about once a week which usually takes 8
gallons or so. The car is. Wry compact, but does have a decent amount of room. The two fronts
seats are especially very comfortable. I have been in an accident, and will agree that it is safer
than most compact sedans. Whole dashboard lit up and now told motor needs to be replaced!!
This is a young car and 85, miles! Towed off - Cash for parts on Monday. I love my Mazda! It is
nice and compact so it is great for commuting around my city! I bought my vehicle in back in
Alabama and it is been with me ever since. I moved myself across the country a few years ago
and it was great! I have even taken several trips back home, and each time, it handles the 18
hour drive like a champ. The only issues I have had are the size of the tank. Usually, because I
am typically just driving around town, I do not notice it, and it is great because it does not cost
much to fill my tank. But on longer trips, I am having to stop pretty frequently to get gas, usually
about every 4 hours or so. I have also recently moved to a place where it snows, and because of
the size of the tire, I always have a hard time finding snow tires for my car! But otherwise, I
wouldn't trade my Mazda for anything! The Mazda 2 has 4 doors and hatchback. The cc engine
provides plenty of power. It performs well on long trips as well as city driving. Gas mileage is
roughly 28 city and 35 highway. The car has quick pick-up and a tight turning radius. One of the
problems I have had with my vehicle were that wear to the straps on truck cover has cause it to
detach and that blocks the view while driving if not fixed properly. However, the front seat is
comfortable and the seats are ergonomic, but would not recommend having adults sit in the
backseat for large periods of time as that is not comfortable at all. Car has little to no
maintenance issues just a few design flaws overall with it being a really compact car. This car
will definitely last you awhile if taken care of. Best vehicle Ive ever owned, sold my Mercedes
and kept my Mazda 2 as its more economical to run. It is great good mpg sporty handling not
great in snow but trying snow tires this year! Does not have a lot of bells and whistles but it is a
great commuter car and great for simple driving. Fun to drive. Great gas mileage, 45 miles per
gallon. Very room for a small car. I love the front wheel drive. Pretty good in snow and on ice.
Pretty good on acceleration. Great stereo with great sound. CD player. Air conditioner is great.
Heater and defrost very good. Very smooth ride. I got the basic model and it is good for what it
is. It is a reliable car and great on gas. The only problem I have is with the suspension. I have
broken springs twice and it is a bumpy ride. It is a good personal car, not for carpooling. It is
comfortable to drive, but not a fast car. Very reliable car and sporty looking. It has a great pick
up, meaning it gets up to the desired speed very fast. It also has great gas mileage and is very
cheap to fill up. A con to this car is that it is so small I have almost been hit by many due to
being in their blind spot. Sometimes I feel unsafe on the interstate next to large trucks and
semis. Other than that, it is a great car for a single person! I wouldn't recommend it for a family
car, it is much too small. The Mazda 2 has been a reliable and economical. We have not had any
problems with it. For a small car it is comfortable and a pleasure to drive. I love this car because
it is very efficient on gas and fits my personality. The car has minimal issues and I rarely go to
the shop unless it's for a routine oil change and tire rotation. The interior is very comfortable
and the performance is great. I wish there was a Bluetooth inside of the car but besides that I

love it. It's a small, but reliable vehicle. The gas tank is small, so I find myself buying gas more
often, but for way smaller dollar amounts. It has gotten me across the country and back. It does
not carry or haul much. The interior is easy sport material that is easy to clean. Parts are usually
special order because of how small the vehicle is. My Mazda is amazing. It drives well and has
no problems. I just take good care of it and change the oil on it! It is got 91k miles and still
humming! I advise everyone to drive this car if they can. Plus my car is small and fits into every
parking spot! My car runs very smoothly and does not take up much gas. It is quite small and
low to the ground, which I appreciate, but it can be easier to lose control in puddles, and it is
harder for larger cars to see me. It takes a little bit of coaxing to gain speed, and it is harder to
go over 75 mph. This car is very reliable and convenient! The only bad thing I would say is the
interior design could have been a little better. It takes a bit to accelerate and it is very loud. The
seats are a bit too small so it might not be suitable for tall people. I am asian so I can fit in the
space no problems. The sound systems in the car can be improved too since the sounds quality
is quite low. My car is very small. Its reliable with little to no issues, the only issue I have is that
my gas tank is super small so I go through gas a lot. But it is cheap to fill my car up. I really
wish that it had a lot more space since I have 2 kids. My car is really reliable as I don't have to
replace mulch in the car. The Mazda 2 is a compact 4-door hatchback vehicle. The engine is cc.
The vehicle has plenty of pick up. I have taken long trips on super-highways with it, and the car
handles well. The heating and the cooling systems are both superior. There is plenty of space
for luggage. I would not recommend this Mazda 2 for a trip for more than 3 people, though.
Around town, the car sill seat 5 people comfortably, though. The size, color, interior and
hatchback feature are awesome, drives very easy and easy to park. Its cheap to fill the gas tank
and for how tiny it is the car is decently roomy. The issues include the electrical; the windows
and lights on the inside of the car stopped working very shortly after it was purchased used.
The radio situation is also pretty bad; the car has never been able to hold a channel and it's
mostly static. It is always reliable, has low maintenance, and is easy to maneuver. I love that it
has really good gas mileage and that the oil changes are made easy by the manufacturer. I love
that the dashboard is sleek looking and that the car has a black interior, it makes me feel like my
car looks nice. Whenever I have to vacuum the inside of the car, it is very easy to get into all of
the nooks and crannies because of the way they set up the seats. It feels like the manufacturer
really thought about the person that would be buying and using the car, instead of just making
it look nice. Vehicle is very comfortable to drive, has easy to use internal controls stereo, etc.
One thing I dislike about my car is that it does not get very good gas mileage compared to other
brands, such as Honda. I commute every day and I need a commuter car that is great on gas.
That is the only thing I dislike about my vehicle. Other than that it is great. It looks small on the
outside but is actually very roomy on the inside. I have a Mazda 2 sport it's great on gas and
nice and compact but there are a few cons. The lock buttons are in the middle under the stick
shift also there's no Bluetooth as well as no arm holder for the car but as I said before it's great
on gas 20 dollars fills up the entire car. My Mazda 2 is extremely light and able to fit anywhere I
need it to. I have been impressed with its fuel efficiency and how it drives both in the city and on
highways. The interior feels spacious though it looks unique and small from the outside. The
only problems I have had have been some leakage from the air conditioning unit and some
limitations from the small gas tank. I've had windshield problems with my vehicle. But I still love
my vehicle! It gets good gas mileage. Air conditioning works great! Not much room for luggage
but I make it work. I have a CD player that I've never had a problem with. Parking is never a
problem. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner
Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews.
Value Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword.
Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Morgan A wrote on February 4, Riley
W wrote on November 2, A Garner wrote on October 20, Sydney H wrote on October 11, Jpyce V
wrote on October 10, Sydni B wrote on September 25, LJ wrote on September 15, Trevor J wrote
on September 13, Brad H wrote on August 26, Madeline J wrote on August 25, Kelley M wrote on
August 17, Christine V wrote on August 10, Kaetan G wrote on July 28, Stacey K wrote on July
21, Rachel H wrote on July 18, Rachel W wrote on July 16, Ampai A wrote on July 16, Mikayla B
wrote on July 16, Richard V wrote on May 1, Marley B wrote on May 1, Amber E wrote on
February 26, Tahlia B wrote on February 26, Amy B wrote on October 19, Cassidy T wrote on
September 19, Julie F wrote on September 19, Continue to Overview. Make Model Year. Price
and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. This Mazda
Mazda2 4dr Sport features a 1. It is equipped with a Continuously Variable transmission. The
vehicle is Zeal Red with a Black Cloth interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available.
Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway.
All cars are disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration or optional Vehicle

Protection Plan. Please refer to Shift's website to view the total price and estimate your monthly
payment. Look at this Mazda Mazda2 Sport. Its Automatic transmission and Regular Unleaded
I-4 1. Thank you for your interest in another high quality pre-owned vehicle exclusively offered
with Bob Johnson Chevrolet West. Home of the point reconditioning process, the Bob Johnson
Chevrolet West team looks forward to solving your transportation needs. Our professional sales
team is committed to a no-pressure, high integrity approach to your ownership experience.
Odometer is miles below market average! We look forward to assisting you through our
streamline buying process! Ridge Rd Spencerport, NY or call to test drive this vehicle today.
Enjoy a lively ride with agility and style behind the wheel of our Mazda2 Sport Hatchback shown
off in Liquid Silver Metallic. Fueled by a proven 1. This Front Wheel Drive hatchback scores near
34mpg on the highway with responsive steering and easy maneuverability. Our Sport is almost
calling your name! Practical, yet stylish, our Sport offers plenty of convenience and comfort
features to make your commute a pleasure cruise! Just imagine yourself behind the wheel of
this spirited Hatchback - we know you'll love this fantastic blend of form meeting function! Find
how you can put the FUN in functionality with this impressive Mazda2! You'll be glad you did!
Print this page and call us Now That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe
in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without
worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next
day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. See carmax. At CarMax,
finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a
trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store for details. Some fees are location specific
and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may
have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours.
Located at Page Ave, St. Louis, MO We feature all the Top Customer Satisfaction scores around
town! This is a Mazda 2 with only 98k for miles. Remote start. Great economical work or school
car. Car drives out well. The low advertised price assumes you have the cash or have arranged
your own financing. For better picture or to see more vehicles including 4x4's, crew cab trucks,
and cars go to WWW. NET If you have questions, call You will talk with me or my wife, not a
salesman. We are located in Pomona, a 35 to 40 minute drive south of Olathe or about 30 minute
drive from Lawrence or Topeka. Comes with 30 day warranty. Bang for your buck. Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. Some restrictions apply.
When it comes to high fuel economy, plenty of versatility and a great looks, this MazdaMazda2
Touring cannot be beat. This Mazda Mazda2's superior fuel-efficiency is proof that not all
vehicles are created equal. In addition to being well-cared for, this Mazda Mazda2 has very low
mileage making it a rare find. This gently driven vehicle has been well-kept and still has the
showroom shine. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Only 82, Miles!
This Mazda Mazda2 boasts a Gas I4 1. We have been Cleveland's leading Independent
dealership for over 50 years. Every vehicle we sell has been safety inspected and serviced and
is ready for immediate delivery. How to protect your purchase? If you are interested in this
vehicle, it is our suggestion that you contact us at you
mercedes 190e forum
1998 ford explorer manual
pontiac fiero store
r earliest convenience, as we do turn our inventory very quickly. One Owner!!! Due to Covid
restriction and safety of our customers we are by appointments only please call or email to
make a appointment. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim Sport 34 Touring Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 34 Manual Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Interior Color Black. Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a
Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 51
listings. Home Mazda Mazda 2 Used Mazda 2. Overall Consumer Rating. Adrian E. There are no
other small cars in this segment which are this engaging to drive. Sign Up.

